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CUSTOMER SERVICE DEFINITION 

INTRODUCTION: 
Customer service is a series of activities designed to enhance the level of customer satisfaction – that is, 
the feeling that a product or service has met the customer expectation.1 This generally includes support 
during planning, installation / upgradation, trouble shooting, maintenance, training and in the end 
discarding the product. 

In addition, research shows that 85% of companies understand this, that customer satisfaction - the way 
consumers are treated 2 is just as important as cost, variety or features of a product. Products have 
failed due to bad customer service even though the products were good. However customer service 
costs but in a long run it is also a well know that a happy customer creates references and hence 
increases sales and revenue. 

 

HISTORY 
Customer service has been in existance from a very long time, the natural reason for its origin and 
evolution can be due to competition between the traders and continuous desire for higher profits or 
customer goodwill/satisfaction. 

Customer service standards were defined by International Organisation for Standards formed in the year 
1947 and The International Customer Service Institute in 2005. 

With the advent of electronics in 1980 agencies started developing training, books and further online 
surveys and tracking. Later in 1990, the focus was on providing more that what customer expected in 
order to gain their trust and loyalty.Some of the examples are Bonus points for more shopping, credit 
cards, frequent flyers. 

 

IMPORTANCE 
Satisfying the customer with great and cheap products has been the main critirea for business in the 
past but customer service has emerged as one of the greatest factors for success. The customer has 
been at the core of business, some of the below research facts prove this, 

• Even in a negative economy, customer experience is a high priority for consumers, with 60% 
often or always paying more for a better experience.3 

• 81% of companies with strong capabilities and competencies for delivering customer experience 
excellence are outperforming their competition4 

                                                             
1 Turban, Efraim (2002). Electronic Commerce: A Managerial Perspective. Prentice Hall. ISBN 0131854615. 

2 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/working_lunch/3161800.stm 
3 Harris Interactive, Customer Experience Impact Report 

4 Source: Peppers & Rogers Group, 2009 Customer Experience Maturity Monitor 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0131854615
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/working_lunch/3161800.stm


• Out of best in class companies: 91% provide customers the ability to track issues over the web, 
57% measure support center success across email, chat, web, and voice, and 62% use integrated 
voice response (IVR)5 

• A dissatisfied consumer will tell between 9 and 15 people about their experience. About 13% of 
dissatisfied customers tell more than 20 people.6 

• 86% of consumers quit doing business with a company because of a bad customer experience, 
up from 59% 4 years ago7 
 

FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES TRENDS IN CUSTOMER SERVICE  

VIDEO FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE: 
More and more organisation are putting video on internet to help customers understand products and 
also for customer support. With youtube been a clear winner in video hosting area, is the best place to 
put the videos. The video could be simple ‘how to’ videos that extend the power of self-service 
channels, hence providing instant first level or second level help. 

USE OF MULTI CHANNELS 
Customers are switching towards social and mobile. Hence, they expect to find solutions and services on 
these platforms and handled consistently, whether it is mobile, a social interaction, current voice 
interaction, webchat, e-mail or other emerging channels. 

NEED FOR COMPLEX ANALYTICAL CRM TECHNOLOGIES: 
Mutichannel support demands for cutting edge technologies to track, gather, analyze and provide the 
insight of customers. Hence, this proves the opportunity to react to feedback, train staff to replicate the 
behaviors that customers like the most, and fix those processes that are causing dissatisfactoin.  

ON THE CLOUD: 
With the advantage of storing secure information on cloud and available on the fly. Further Cloud 
offering subscription based licensing; many small companies will comtinue to move in. The enable the 
customer service excecutives to stay on top of their toe and provide the best service to customers. 

VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS 
The distance between the web and the call/contact centres will get smaller with the technologies like 
Virtual Assistants. The avatar-styles very intelligent virtual characters will react with customers in real 
time, providing valuable services for customers. This has been possible with the advancement in 
speech/video/text recognitions technologies.8 

 

                                                             
5 Source: Aberdeen Group 

6 Source: White House Office of Consumer Affairs, Washington, DC 

7 Source: Harris Interactive, Customer Experience Impact Report 
8 http://www.customerservicemanager.com/top-10-customer-service-technology-trends-for-2012.htm 

http://www.customerservicemanager.com/top-10-customer-service-technology-trends-for-2012.htm


SOCIAL NETWORK AS CENTER FOR CUSTOMER INTERACTION: 
The time has passed for the companies who are still thinking of entering social media for customer 
service, instead they should start monitoring for the social media to find out what is customer is actuallu 
thinking about them. In addition, provide them clarity and right direction for self-service for solving their 
problems through YouTube, Facebook or even twitter. Hence, train their support staff to equip 
themselves for further challenges. 

YOUTUBE: 
YouTube is a website for video sharing, and was created by three former PayPal employees Chad 
Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim in February 2005, where one can upload, view and share videos. 
The company is based in San Bruno, California, and uses Adobe Flash Video and HTML5 technologies.9 In 
November 2006, YouTube, LLC was bought by Google Inc. for US$1.65 billion, and now operates as 
a subsidiary of Google. 

TRAFFIC STATISTICS 
YouTube has remained consistently over 100% annual growth since its lauch, and the engagement 
numbers are staggering. Further, 

• 48 hours of video are uploaded every minute, resulting in nearly 8 years of content uploaded 
every day 

• Over 3 billion videos are viewed a day with 800M unique users visit YouTube each month and 
the average person spends roughly 15 minutes on YouTube per day. 

• Users upload the equivalent of 240,000 full-length films every week. 
• YouTube is localized in 25 countries across 43 languages 
• YouTube's demographic is broad: 18-54 years old 
• YouTube reached over 700 billion playbacks in 201010 

 

 

 

                                                             
9 Hopkins, Jim (October 11, 2006). "Surprise! There's a third YouTube co-founder". USA Today. Retrieved November 29, 2008. 
10 http://www.youtube.com/t/press_statistics 

 

http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/2006-10-11-youtube-karim_x.htm
http://www.youtube.com/t/press_statistics


YOU TUBE CHANNEL FEAURES: 
• Discover & Engage: Brand Channels are an easy way for users to engage with a brand. They can 

watch videos, add and read comments, subscribe, friend and share the channel with others. 
• Customize: Possible to incorporate banners and background images to match the brand’s look 

and add links to other sites. 
• Brand Control: Moderation of user comments, as well as limit a channel’s accessibility to specific 

demographics to maintain a brand appropriate environment. 

 
(http://static.googleusercontent.com/external_content/untrusted_dlcp/www.youtube.com/en//advertise/content/onesheet-brand-
channel.pdf) 

 

YOUTUBE FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE: ADVANTAGE OR DISADVANTAGE? 

OPPORTUNITIES:  
VIDEO - MORE VISUAL 

 
You have heard that “A pictures worth a thousand words" and but “A video worths a thousand pictures" 
Means a 4 minute video contains 5760 pictures (at 24 frames per second). Multiply that by one 
thousand means 5 million 760 thousand words! 

Video is one of the fastest ways to connect with your target audience and to build good relationships 
with them and the reason that video is so powerful is because Linguist Deborah Tannen estimates that 
as much as 90 percent of all human communication is nonverbal 11. Furthermore, YouTube is probably 
the fastest way and one of the most powerful tools in the social media realm. Anybody would prefer 
watching someone demonstrate how to properly train my dog, rather than reading 200 pages manual 
about it.  

 

                                                             
11 InterculturalCommunication:A Discourse Approach Second Edition Ron Scollonand Suzanne Wong Scollon 

 



 

PROBLEMS WITH CALL CENTERS 
Call centers have traditionally been a center point for interaction for customer service, but however the 
research has show that the customer service level have fallen significantly over the past decade.It also 
shows that the increase in demand, coupled with the need to contain costs, has put significant pressure 
on contact centres, and is not always matched by the investment or the resources required to meet 
expectations.12 Running call centers 24/7 are very expensive, but YouTube is available 24/7. 

PEER SUGGESTION/FEEDBACK DRIVEN BUYING 
Before deciding whether to purchase recommended products or services, more than four out of five 
consumers (81%) will go online to verify those recommendations, specifically through researching 
product/service information (61%), reading user reviews (55%) or searching ratings websites (43%) 
according to Cone Online Influence Trend Tracker.13 

Hence the video from a satisfied customer expalining the features and how satisfied has much more 
impact than a sales representative explaining about the product. 

LOWER COSTS & SELF SERVICE 
It’s less expensive in the long run to house an array of videos that answer specific customer questions 
rather than keep an army of expert Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) on hand at all times. 

Further costs for maintaing inhouse IT departmant for video hosting requires huges resources as buying 
the huge storage required for video, human resources and also complexities of upgrade to latest 
technologies,  can be significantly reduced  by using youtube which provide a free version and is easy to 
manage. 
Further the primary support queries can be significantly reduced and this means lower utilization of call 
center employees time and hence considerable savings. Reducing the number of repeat calls through 
suggesting online video substantially lowers customer service costs. For example if 100,000 calls, at say 
                                                             
12 (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/2007916/Shocking-decline-in-call-centre-service-levels.html) 

 

13 (http://www.customerservicemanager.com/social-crm-four-steps-to-success.htm) 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/2007916/Shocking-decline-in-call-centre-service-levels.html
http://www.customerservicemanager.com/social-crm-four-steps-to-success.htm


$20 per call, come in every quarter, and call volume can be decreased by 10%, you’ll save $200,000 
every three months. Large companies can quickly save millions.14 

ON MOBILE 
Providing customer with service when he/she really needs help is very important factor for customer 
loyalty and customer retention, some times for extra premium cost. Hence providing service on the 
move, on premise is very important. With YouTube, this is possible. 

CULTURAL & MULTI LINGUAL FACTOR: 
Youtube support multi lingual capabilties and hence the companies can provide multi lingual support for 
customers. Also, I feel that creating simple video which are more visual than audio can be created and 
further some specific information(like technical,country specific details) can provided in the form of text 
blocks over the video or even in the description. 
Further, the problem with outsourcing customer support to low cost culturally different countries has 
arosed a great disturbance and frustration among the customers. This can be further solved by providing 
video from a "local" person. 

BUILD COMMUNITY: INVOLVING CUSTOMERS 
Customer engagement is one of the very important ways of retaining and acquiring customers, further I 
feel that customers are the right people who understand the product. 
Empowering them to contribute their own videos of usaging a product in a better way would help 
provide easier and address to the problems which have not been found during testing or validation at 
the company side. Provide points/bonus to such customers. 

FEEDBACK 
Feedback froms a major channel for continous improvement of service and also the product.Listening to 
what the customer feels about the product can be watched and continously monitored using youtube. 

INTEGRATED GOOGLE ANALYTICS 
Monitoring of the conversations is needed to better understand consumer preferences, unmet needs, 
satisfaction levels and opportunities to improve service delivery. This results in retaining a higher 
percentage of customers and lower costs to secure new customers, Google now provides advanced 
version called YouTube Analytics, the new and improved version of Insight. Also provision for integration 
to Google maps/navigation to nearest store/service center can be expected. 
Some of the latest features are 

• A Quick Overview: A new overview provides all of the information that you care about quickly, 
while also enabling you to easily access more detailed information. 

• More Detailed Reports: Analytics now includes more detailed statistics so that you can have a 
more precise understanding of your content and audiences. 

                                                             
14 www.invodo.com. 

 

http://www.invodo.com/


• Audience Builders: Discover which videos are driving the most views and subscriptions. 
• Audience Retention: See how far viewers are watching through your video in the new 

audience retention report. Also which parts of the video. 

 

Google is also piloting a new Analytics feature called Multi-Channel Funnelswhich can map all the 
channels including youtube that impact the customer service. It is a limited pilot at present, but could 
potentially be a great tool for demonstrating how channels interact, and where best to analyse 
customer behavior.15 

CREATION AND EXAMPLES: 
Google provide a detailed document on how to create a YouTube brand channel, a channel page that 
includes several extra display elements that allow you to customize your channel to reinforce your 

                                                             
15 https://www.youtube.com/analytics 

https://www.youtube.com/analytics


brand identity. A brand channel creates a destination page for your brand on YouTube, providing an 
opportunity to connect and create persistent relationships with your consumers.16 
 

 

Source: 
http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=youtube%20brand%20channel%20create%20guide&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CC0QFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.yout
ube.com%2Fpdf%2FYouTube_Brand_Channel_Redesign.pdf&ei=XEQcT9GDCoi0hAemt-2mDA&usg=AFQjCNGJWzt57oCeQCgOKTXbUMwS3hG8pQ 

 

Some of the various ways of using video for customer service are: 

How to, address FAQ, product overviews and also specific questions: 

HOW TO : 
The Apple YouTube Channel provides videos on many video categories like a combination of ads, event 
clips, how to’s, and more. Some videos provide a step-by-step instructional on using one feature of one 
of their products, crystal clear, brief, informative, and visually appealing just in 2.5 minutes! 

                                                             
16 

http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=youtube%20brand%20channel%20create%20guide&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CC0QFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fpdf%2FYouTu

be_Brand_Channel_Redesign.pdf&ei=XEQcT9GDCoi0hAemt-2mDA&usg=AFQjCNGJWzt57oCeQCgOKTXbUMwS3hG8pQ 

 

http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=youtube%20brand%20channel%20create%20guide&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CC0QFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fpdf%2FYouTube_Brand_Channel_Redesign.pdf&ei=XEQcT9GDCoi0hAemt-2mDA&usg=AFQjCNGJWzt57oCeQCgOKTXbUMwS3hG8pQ
http://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=youtube%20brand%20channel%20create%20guide&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CC0QFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fpdf%2FYouTube_Brand_Channel_Redesign.pdf&ei=XEQcT9GDCoi0hAemt-2mDA&usg=AFQjCNGJWzt57oCeQCgOKTXbUMwS3hG8pQ


http://www.youtube.com/user/Apple 

One of the best games: World of warcaft:  

http://eu.battle.net/wow/en/blog/3077120 

FAQ: 
MyLowe's: A collection of tools designed to revolutionize, customize and simplify home improvement. 
Its provides a you tube channel, with detailed how to answer common questions that consumers have 
for the in-store Lowe’s staff. For example maintaining garage doors, with thousands of views and 
passing on the information to friends increase view and ranking of the page, indirectly increasing the 
sales also. 

http://www.youtube.com/user/Lowes#p/a/34178EF40738CD31/0/CN7ehPQwVSU 

PRODUCT OVERVIEWS: 
Bayerische Motoren Werke AG (BMW) is a German automobile, motorcycle and engine manufacturing 
company founded in 1917 provide a detailed infromation on the parts and how the cars built. 
http://www.youtube.com/user/BMW 

ANSWER SPECIFIC  QUESTIONS: 
 A customer would feel really cared and recognized if his/her specific questions posted on youtube are 
picked and answered, for example Benjamin Netanyahu went on live TV early in 2011 to answers  the 
individuals questions via YouTube, this also show how one can provide customer service in political 
domain also. He also has his own channel  

http://www.youtube.com/user/Netanyahu 

PROBLEMS: 

FEAR OF DEFAME  
Never before has timing been as critical to an organization’s success as it is today. Disgruntled customers 
share their experiences with thousands, if not millions of people, in a matter of seconds with a simple 
click of a button. In the past, customers who had a problem with a company would tell, on average, 20 
of their friends, co-workers, and family members about it. Social networks, however, allow anyone 
anywhere to share their customer service complaints quickly and with people in every corner of the 
globe.  

An example: When United Airlines broke a passenger’s guitar in 2009, that passenger put a posting 
about it on YouTube. It’s still there - and it has had almost 11 million hits.17 

 

                                                             
17 (http://www.customerservicemanager.com) 

 

http://www.customerservicemanager.com/


LIMITING DAMAGE 
The damage cannot be reduced or prevented unless companies are continuous monitor and controlling 
the youtube/socail media. Youtube also provide functionality of total control over the user comments 
and uploads, hence control maniacs who simply want to harm the image of the company/brand.  

LIMITATIONS: 
• Instant answers/response to very specific complex queries are not possible and the 

conventional way like hotline and chat lines are required. 
• Face to Face (Human interaction factor) which is considered as one of the best ways to please 

your customer is not possible. 
• Maintainance and categorization of user comments, questions, and answers is difficult unlike 

dedicated forums like SAPs best customer/user forunms like www.sdn.sap.com. 
• Acknowledge customers - give full attention and listen. 
• Customer surveys and specific user tracking functionality, product details is not possible unlike 

CRM solutions. But however integration is possible and many CRM solution have social media 
integration. 

CONCLUSION:  
I believe that youtube cannot be alone a answer for the customer service as this is best suited for crowd 
sourcing and not to answer all the individual queries. However is one of the multi channels which 
provides a more convenient way to support to customers, surprise and delight them and also save 
money in the process. Further integration with CRM solutions and other social media channel is the best 
possible and way forward in the future.Their is not alternate but to catch the youtube bandwagon, else 
it will be too late.  
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